
 KNITTING PROJECT RECORD 

 

Check all that apply to your project this year. 

used knit stitch    know how to measure work 

used purl stitch    know how to check gauge 

know how to cast on    know how to correct error 

used garter stitch    tried new stitches 

used stockinette stitch   know how to change to different color 

used combination of stitches       know how to join yarn to make ribbing   

know how to finish yarn ends                     did binding off of work 

increased stitches    know how to block an article 

decreased stitches    know how to pick up stitches 

used sport yarn    know how to make a woven seam 

used baby weight yarn   know how to make a backstitched seam 

used bulky weight yarn                                 participated in Knitting Revue 

used worsted weight yarn                      made articles for others  

used any other material not listed                        made articles for yourself 

participated at the fair                      used circular needles 

used single point or straight needles                      used double pointed needles 

know how to care and clean article or garment made 

                                                                                                                                     Hours 

       Article Description                      Yarn Content                   Yarn Sample       Spent 

 

_________________________  _______________________  _______________  _______ 

 

_________________________  _______________________  _______________  _______ 

 

_________________________  _______________________  _______________  _______ 

 

_________________________  _______________________  _______________  _______ 

 

_________________________  _______________________  _______________  _______ 

 

_________________________  _______________________  _______________  _______ 

 

_________________________  _______________________  _______________  _______ 

 

_________________________  _______________________  _______________  _______ 

 

Add anything not covered above: _______________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

You may enhance your record with a story, photos and/or news clippings.                      11/95 
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